Planning & Development Committee JULY 2020

DUNTON GREEN PARISH COUNCIL
MINUTES of a Meeting of the Planning & Development Committee held virtually on
Tuesday 21st JULY 2020 at 7.30pm
Due to HM Government’s measures for Covid-19, the Parish Council met virtually via Zoom, a conferencing platform.

PULIC SESSION
No public present.
1.

PRESENT / APOLOGIES
Present: Cllrs. Mrs. England, Copeland, Lapham, Hersey, Mrs. Gomes-Chodyniecki, Carrol, Miss.
Norton, Lockey
Apologies: None
In attendance: Tracy Godden (Clerk), Debbie Parker (Resident)

2.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST IN AGENDA ITEMS
None.

3.

MINUTES OF THE COMMITTEE
It was noted that the minutes of the Planning & Development Committee meeting held on 4th
November 2019 were approved and confirmed at the full Parish Council meeting on 12th November
2019.

4.

4.1 CURRENT PLANNING To consider the applications and to resolve to agree recommendations.
4.1a
Application Number:
19/05000/HYB
Location:
DSTL Fort Halstead Crow Drive Halstead
Development:
Hybrid application comprising, in outline: development of business
space (use classes B1a/b/c) of up to 27,659 sqm GEA; works within the
PREVIOUS
X enclave relating to energetic testing operations, including fencing,
APPLICATION (details
access, car parking; development of up to 750 residential dwellings;
for information &
development of a mixed use village centre (use classes
comparison only)
A1/A3/A4/A5/B1a/D1/D2); primary school; change of use of Fort Area
and bunkers to Historic Interpretation Centre (use class D1) with
workshop space and; associated landscaping, works and infrastructure.
In detail: demolition of existing buildings; change of use and works
including extension and associated alterations to buildings Q13 and
Q14 including landscaping and public realm, and primary and
secondary accesses to the site.
Development:
Hybrid application comprising, in outline: development of business
space (use classes B1a/b/c) of up to 27,773 sqm GEA; works within the
REVISED APPLICATION
X enclave relating to energetic testing operations, including fencing,
access, car parking; development of up to 635 residential dwellings;
development of a mixed use village centre (use classes
A1/A3/A4/A5/B1a/D1/D2); land safeguarded for a primary school;
change of use of Fort Area and bunkers to Historic Interpretation
Centre (use class D1) with workshop space and; associated landscaping,
works and infrastructure. In detail: demolition of existing buildings;
change of use and works including extension and associated alterations
to buildings Q13 and Q14 including landscaping and public realm, and
primary and secondary accesses to the site
Recommendation:
Object
Proposed – Cllr. Lockey, Seconded – Cllr Miss. Norton and Agreed

Clerk

Reasons:
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Dunton Green Parish Council continues to have concerns about this
application. The concerns that the Parish Council has regarding the
November 2019 version of this application remain (and are listed below
for reference).
The reduction in the proposed number of dwellings is largely welcomed
but the revised number of 635 homes still represents a significant
increase to the 450 homes that have been previously approved. There
is a continuous thread of argument for the development in the revised
documentation using the fact that the number of dwellings in the
revised application is reduced and therefore represents an
improvement. Allegedly this addresses several the concerns raised in
2019, in so far as it reduces the impact of the development on the
Green Belt and on the AONB. However, the reduction is only versus the
750 dwellings as proposed in the original guise of this application and it
is not acknowledged that, overall, the revised application still
represents an increase in residential development of 185 dwellings.
The application is also defensive about affordable housing: the
inference being that with a reduced number of dwellings available, it
might not be economically viable to meet in full the 40% quota of social
housing. In relation to the Local Plan, the total number of homes falls
short of the Government’s target figures . Even acknowledging that
there can be debates about the credibility of the Government’s figures
ad infinitum, what is clear, and surely cannot be disputed, is that there
is a definite need for affordable local housing. Social housing numbers
should be non-negotiable.
The reduced density is welcomed although there is still plenty of room
for further improvements in this area.
Another central core of this proposal is that it is an employment led
development and there has been a slight increase in the area set aside
for commercial development. However, the Covid-19 lockdown has
forced many organisations to have their staff work from home and reevaluate their ongoing needs for commercial premises. Arguably, the
Sevenoaks District already has an oversupply of commercial premises.
From experience with the development of the West Kent Cold Storage
site in Dunton Green, the need for commercial development (which
was originally included within the application for Ryewood) was not
proven and the space that had originally been earmarked for
commercial use has subsequently been developed as additional
residential units, over and above the number originally planned for the
development. What real evidence is there of demand for commercial
development on the Fort Halstead site? And what guarantees would
there be, should commercial development not be required, that this
space would not then be turned over to the provision of more
residential units?
It is stated in one of the documents that rather than the proposed 252
trees to be felled, the revisions will now only see the loss of 210 trees.
Whilst this is a reduction it is still the loss of a significant number of
trees and is not acceptable.
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There is now a proposal for an area of land to be reserved for a school,
but the developer is not able to realise the commissioning of a school.
That is entirely at the behest of KCC who seem to have very little idea
about what demand there is for schools, especially in light of the Local
Plan being contested. The Section 106 Agreement for Dunton Green’s
Ryewood development promised many things that, ultimately, were
not in the gift of the developer. A new medical centre was included in
the DG proposal. The local Clinical Commissioning Group took the
money having been unable to get a local surgery interested (and
indicating that there was insufficient demand to make it viable). Money
was set aside for education (and was given to KCC). It can only be spent
in a very limited geographical area and yet that money has not been
spent as KCC says it is for expansion only and it is unprepared to
commit until the Local Plan situation is resolved. This means that
money that could have been used in Dunton Green is sitting in the
coffers at KCC rather than providing any educational benefit to the local
community. Surely it is better to refurbish and extend Dunton Green’s
existing school than leave it to languish in the hope that in a decade’s
time there will be a new school at Fort Halstead? Commercial space
was also to be part of the Ryewood development. That area (and the
proposed site for a medical centre) has been used for additional
residential dwellings instead. If the school site is not used for that
purpose, will it become an area for more residential development?
Communal parking simply does NOT work. The lack of parking
provision, from bitter experience on the Ryewood development in
Dunton Green, creates serious ongoing issues. There are constant
complaints about people parking in the wrong place, that there are
insufficient parking spaces (indeed, many residents would have
preferred the space that had been allocated for commercial
development to be used for additional parking rather than more
dwellings, such is the problem). And the issue has spilled out through
the village, with Ryewood residents parking in other areas of the village
and exacerbating pre-existing issues with lack of on road spaces. It is
Dunton Green Parish Council’s contention that whatever the
recommended levels for parking, there should be dedicated parking
spaces per bedroom per dwelling (so 2 beds, 2 spaces; 5 beds, 5
spaces), if parking is not to become an inherent unresolvable issue at
Fort Halstead, should the development go ahead.
Bus routes: there is no evidence that provision of bus services is a
solution to mitigate the number of vehicle journeys being undertaken
from a development. And, realistically, they are difficult to sustain.
Again, as the recent experience of Ryewood has given Dunton Green
Parish Council, services are initially funded by the developer. The
uptake is not what it needs to be to ensure that the new service is
economically viable in the long run and the routes end up being
unsustainable.
Should the development go ahead, there must be an assurance that the
construction traffic will not travel on the A224 through Dunton Green.
The village already has to withstand diversions from the A21 and M25
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and the impact of that traffic. There must be mitigation for Dunton
Green in the future to deal with the additional journeys this will
generate.

Reasons (AS PER 2019-11 RESPONSE FROM DGPC):
Dunton Green Parish Council has strong objections regarding the size of the residential
and commercial development now proposed – the intensification of the site is
increased significantly in comparison to the outline permission already granted for 450
homes. The impact of a total of 750 dwellings and all the other development associated
with this plan will have a serious and detrimental effect on neighbouring parishes.
Indeed, a significant area of the proposed development lies within the parish of Dunton
Green; Dunton Green is not an adjoining or neighbouring parish, it is a parish directly
impacted by these proposals and a large part of the application area lies within Dunton
Green’s boundaries.
School
Of particular concern to Dunton Green Parish Council is the promise of a new one form
entry primary school on the site. Dunton Green’s experience of meaningless promises
from developers (the proposed medical centre at Ryewood) are still raw. This is yet
another promise by a developer which it actually has no power to provide; a third party
has the final say (It was the West Kent Critical Commissioning Group in Dunton Green
for the promised medical centre and it is KCC in this instance in relation to the promise
of a new school). Dunton Green has seen no investment in its primary school despite in
excess of £250k being given to KCC for education purposes as a result of the Section 106
Agreement for Ryewood. What evidence is there of need for a new school? Why can’t
money be spent on the schools in Halstead, Dunton Green, Knockholt to accommodate
demand (a number are consistently undersubscribed)?
Redacted Information
There is far too much redacted information within some of the documents; it renders
them useless to the reader – they quite literally tell you nothing in some instances. The
Financial Viability Assessment is one such document. Presumably there is a significant
amount of financially sensitive information (and we acknowledge the need to redact
some information) but the redactions are so extensive as to make the document a
nonsense.
Environmental Impact Assessment – Vol I Non-Technical Survey
P8 School
It is noted that land is to be ‘safeguarded’ for a school which may or may not be
provided. What are the plans if the school is not required? Will additional residential
units be filling that space? Or more commercial premises? Again, DGPC is concerned
about the aspirational nature of claims; experience in Dunton Green is that promised
services do not come to fruition, largely because the developers themselves are simply
not in a position to guarantee that those responsible for such services will ensure that
the offers are taken up. It is also somewhat aspirational
Environmental Impact Assessment – Vol I Non-Technical Survey
P9
There is a reference to the development of West Kent Cold Storage which indicates
that the development has 500 dwellings, a medical centre and commercial units.
Planning permission was originally granted for the latter two items but they have not
materialised. To continue to refer to the development as having a medical centre and
commercial units (both of which proved to be uneconomic, allegedly) is wrong and
should be corrected.
P12 medical facilities
As with Ryewood, a building is promised within the proposal for GP services but there is
no guarantee that the offer will be taken up by the governing authority/agency. It is
NOT within the developer’s gift to provide a medical centre. When this was being
reviewed for Dunton Green there were no local surgeries will to take on a satellite
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surgery and the Clinical Commissioning Group at the time simply took the money in lieu
of the building.
Where have the commercial activities and employment figures come from? Commercial
units have not proved especially attractive in recent development in the District. Why
would Fort Halstead buck that trend?
Design & Access Statement
P16 Map identifying site location and parish boundaries.
A significant proportion of the development lies within the parish boundary of Dunton
Green, including the bulk of the so-called ‘village centre’ and a significant proportion of
the residential development. Dunton Green has taken the brunt of social housing in the
district for several years and the parish does not want more within its boundaries. The
village is already threatened with a further 250 homes on land adjacent to its recreation
ground (albeit this development has, at this stage, been removed from the Local Plan)
and this Fort Halstead proposal indicates that there will be a significant amount of
building in Dunton Green. The development that is identified within the Dunton Green
parish boundary should not include a high proportion of social housing – other parishes
across the district need to start shouldering some of the burden.
P31 Onwards: 3.5 Local Character Assessment
It is astounding to see that even though a large area of this proposal falls within the
parish of Dunton Green, Dunton Green is not included in the villages described in the
Character Assessment pages. It is clear that ‘prettier’ villages, such as Otford, have been
appraised when villages that are actually affected (and whose character should be of
importance to the new development) have been excluded. Why is this?! Interestingly,
Ryewood is included in new developments section of this section with very little
indication that it is actually IN Dunton Green. It is not in Sevenoaks, it is not in splendid
isolation, it is an area of Dunton Green. Dunton Green is completely excluded in the list
of reviewed settlements on page 46.
P119 Innovation and Education Hub
All very aspirational but what evidence is there is of need given that some key local
schools are currently undersubscribed. And, as with the medical facility, a promise of a
building falls far short of guaranteeing that a school will be provided. Dunton Green
Parish Council remains concerned that its village school continues to be neglected by
KCC and that the promise of a new school will be more attractive to KCC than investing
in its existing local schools.
P145 Community Bus
Presumably the developer will be funding the introduction of a new service but for how
long? And what will happen if, as is likely (based on the experience of the community
bus introduced for Ryewood), it proves not to be economically viable? Will the service
then be lost? Is this not a short term gimmick rather than a realistic review of
transportation requirements not just for Fort Halstead but for the local area and how
they will be provided longer term, regardless of economic viability?
General Observations
The so-called ‘village’ centre looks like a university campus, not a village centre. It is
much more of a commercial hub and has certainly lost any ‘village’ feel now that there
is no village green at the centre of such an area.
Construction phase impacts on neighbouring villages? What is practically to be done by
the developer to mitigate the impact of what will be years of construction?
Dunton Green Parish Council’s view is impacted by experience. There are many
similarities within this proposal of how wonderful the development will be and all the
services that will be provided but they came to nothing in Dunton Green. The developer
will return at some stage in relation to this application and say that the economy has
changed and things are no longer economically viable.
Car Parking
Whilst guidelines may indicate that 1.5 spaces per dwelling is an adequate provision for
car parking this is clearly nonsense and a recipe for issues once a development is
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inhabited. The Ryewood development in Dunton Green is an example of woefully
inadequate parking provision which has caused and continues to do cause day to day
issues for residents not just of the development but in neighbouring roads. This Fort
Halstead proposal shows less evidence of adequate & realistic parking provision than
previous applications. The developer should not be satisfied to have provided only the
minimum, which is undoubtedly insufficient for modern living standards and should be
providing car parking provision that meets the real day to day requirements of residents
and, in this proposal, commercial occupants. A ratio of one space per bedroom would
be more realistic for residential areas and there must be significantly more parking for
communal blocks and visitors. On this site, where will excess parking be able to go?
Historical Interpretation Centre (HIC)
As this Parish Council has indicated in a response to a previous application for this site,
consideration should be given to storage of historical artefacts currently at the Fort.
The funding position in relation to the historical elements of the proposal both in the
short term and more particularly in the longer term need to be specified in more detail.
It is unclear as to where this funding is expected to come from.
Access / Transportation
Star Hill: Dunton Green Parish Council cannot support an application which has Star Hill
as a main exit point.
Polhill: It is noted that a roundabout allowing traffic to flow more freely is included
within this version of the application, which is a much safer option than the traffic lights
previously suggested.
However, Dunton Green Parish Council remains concerned about access points to the
site.
Environmental Impact Vol III Bio Diversity P39 onwards starting at item 5.59)
Dunton Green Parish Council remains concerned about the biodiversity of the site and
the protection that should be afforded to the site, especially during construction.
Appendix 11.1 Fort Halstead Air Quality Assessment
Any traffic from Fort Halstead heading towards Sevenoaks is almost certainly going to
come through Dunton Green and Riverhead. Not only will this have an impact on the
material infrastructure of roads in the area, it will also impact the air quality. Riverhead
is already an Air Quality Management area. Whilst the assessment seeks to address air
quality near the site, there should be an extension of that assessment to review
potential impact on areas already suffering from poor air quality.

4.1b
Application Number:
Location:
Development:

20/01699/HOUSE
36 London Road
Demolition of existing single storey rear extension with erection of two
storey rear extension and alterations to fenestration
Support
Proposed – Cllr. Lockey, Seconded – Cllr Miss. Norton and Agreed

Clerk

The Clerk advised that she had received some advanced warning of consultation notifications but
that the applications had yet to be received. Members resolved that details should be sent by
email and that responses would be fed back to the Clerk for submission of responses and
recording at the next full council meeting scheduled for September 8 th 2020.

Clerk
ALL
Clerk

Recommendation:

5.

RECREATIONAL FACILITIES AND COMMUNITY AMENITIES
To review quotations for fencing options behind the lower goal area at Longford Meadow
It was Proposed – Cllr. Lapham, Seconded – Cllr Mrs. England and Agreed that Option Two B
(Supply & Installation by Koolplay Ltd of 15m of 3000H Duex Perimeter Mesh Fence System at a
cost of £3,291.62 plus VAT) should be accepted. Clerk to arrange with the contractor for
installation as soon as possible.

Clerk

ADDITIONAL URGENT BUSINESS
The Clerk informed members that she had been advised about an issue with the zipwire and stand
legs lifting when anyone is on the seat. The kit had been padlocked and should not have been
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used but this had been tampered with. Following the report about the kit, the seat had been
chained and padlocked out of reach and notices advising that the equipment was unsafe and must
not be used had been put up. The Clerk had already initiated contact with a play equipment
repair company, but the kit would be inspected by DGPC the following day to get some more
details to send on.
A3 notices have been produced to remind play area users of the need to follow hygiene and social
distancing guidelines. These were now available to be put up so that the play areas at the
recreation ground could be opened again. Some members volunteered to assist the Clerk on 22nd
July to take down all the barrier fencing, remove old notices, install new notices and give a
cursory clean down of play equipment. The Clerk had fixings for the signage but asked if a
councillor could bring along a drill to put holes into the signs.
The Clerk would post on the Parish Council’s website and Facebook page once that had been
completed to inform residents that the play areas had been re-opened (and would include copies
of the signage so that it was well publicised).
The annual Fireworks Event is scheduled for September 26th. Members discussed whether the event
should be held, in some shape or form, this year. Given the current guidance (albeit there being
some optimism that this sort event may be given the go ahead soon), the shielding & self-isolation
of some volunteers and wanting to give the contractors involved as much notice as possible of the
decision, it was Proposed – Cllr. Lockey, Seconded – Cllr. Carrol and Agreed that the 2020 event be
cancelled and that an event for 2021 be given a larger budget to compensate for having not been
able to hold the event this year. Clerk to inform contractors.
Members will discuss the logistics of the Remembrance Day Service and the Carols event when
they meet in September. It was suggested that there might be some way of broadcasting the
Remembrance Day Service (in a similar way to how St. Mary’s held a virtual VE Day Service). The
Clerk would contact St. Mary’s for some advice and guidance based on their experience of holding
an event in this way and will report back at the September full council meeting.
The Bookings & Facilities Manager had resigned with immediate effect the previous week and this
will require the Clerk to pick up some additional tasks and will leave some areas more vulnerable.
It was agreed that members would take on the weekly inspections of DGPC assets until someone
had been recruited to the post. The Clerk would put together a rota and send this, together with
the inspection paperwork, to members. Availability restrictions of two members were noted and
the rota would accommodate them.
There had been a response (of sorts) from KCC regarding the issues raised about the S106
Agreement for West Kent Cold Store and specifically the sum of money allocated for Education.
The response was not satisfactory and, in places, was patronising (indicating KCC’s inability to
grasp what it is that the Parish Council is actually asking, namely why is the money not being
spent and if the Local Plan eventually indicates that there is no demand for additional pupil
places in this area what will happen to that fund). It was noted that Cllr. Brown (SDC) had asked
some additional questions of KCC in response to their reply and had indicated that he was also
unhappy with KCC’s approach.
There is a now waiting list for the school for 2020/21 entry which is excellent and is probably
indicative not just of the improved standard of leadership there but also that there are now more
school age children living at Ryewood, increasing the demand for places at the school. The school
has already achieved a Good OFSTED rating but arguably it will be difficult to achieve an
Excellent rating if there is not further investment in the fabric of the school. Such investment
would facilitate better learning and teaching environments and be of enormous benefit to the
village as a whole. The school needs more places & space to help all its pupils, especially those
with social & economic needs (which Dunton Green has a higher proportion of than many of its
neighbouring parishes). Driving educational standards up in a relatively deprived area by investing
in the primary school is a must and the Parish Council will continue to argue that this money
simply cannot be spent on more affluent areas and that the benefit should be Dunton Green’s.
The Clerk will submit a response to KCC for the Council.

Clerk

AL GH
JC AC

Clerk

Clerk
Clerk
Clerk

ALL
Clerk

Clerk

The Clerk advised that an invitation has been received from Highways England to attend a virtual
meeting to discuss the use of the A25 and A224 as a diversion route for full closures on the
Highways England network. Highways England, their service provider for the M25 and Kent County
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Council have apparently got together to discuss how they can potentially manage this better and
are keen to include parish councils who have raised concerns on behalf of residents. The Clerk
asked councilors living on the A224 route to supply any additional questions or raise concerns
about the diversions that may not have already been mentioned. The Clerk initially will attend
the meeting (the date is yet to be agreed) and will report back at the September meeting.

PL AL
AGC
Clerk

The meeting closed at 8.39pm.
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